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The Thunderchild Gallery Workshop (TCGWS)
Started on 4/20/20 as an in-world presence for Thunderchld.net, the
homepage for Artist AJ Leibengeist. It's sole purpose is to be a
creative outlet for a collective of artists, makers and creators.

TCD&P
(Thunderchild Concepts, Designs & Productions)

It's be a fun project to work as we figured things out and what all
we wanted to do and could do. We are open to the general public for use of the facilities. If you are a artist, maker,
creator, or just someone looking for a space to be rez and reside as a new resident, then do hit us up for some space.
The end of November 2020 is the scheduled close of the project startup. That is, the modus opeerandi will be 99.9%
identified and codified! Pretty much there already, but I'm using the slack time for last minute tweaks and perks. So,
until that time, the entire place is an actual sandbox, but a large portion has solidified. ;-)
There are three main functions in three areas and one or two more will be added in the future or own may grow.
1. A main “business” site with stores, displays, residential spaces, fun stuff and other things
2. “Everything Punky Rooster,” Mascot for KOCK.rocks and friends
3. Sandbox space for public and group use.
All are located along route 8 and have public or group access vehicles. All the parcels are less than a complete region
and have parcels owned by other people for personal and or business (ban lines may be there). The provided teleport
HUD will have links for all the sites including remote stores in popular sites.

ONE
The Milda Region hosts the main site (TCGWS) for shops, art display, the few residential spaces available, the office,
access to vehicles (manual and tour balloons, helicopters, 4x4 pink jeeps, 4x4 Truck, and more as they get added)
basic free games (chess, checkers, mahjong, a couple of sky diving games, a hunting game, toss the penguin, a couple
of archer games are available but not out right now...I have a good collection of a good chunk of the pool tables
available in SL{ the assorted will be in Triasm}).

TWO
The Triasm Region hosts the secondary site and an in-world home to the internet radio station, KOCK.rocks BiPolar
Radio (http://kock.rocks). Internet music streaming has been going on for over a decade and I don't see it stopping.
In fact, I've started adding characterizations to the endeavor. It's pretty much a chronic tendency. Punky Rooster s the
mascot for KOCK.rocks and he was created when the domain “.rocks” rolled out. It was a perfect domain name.
Triasm is planned to be a spot for all artwork and designs that come for the station. So, now you know where the
parcels music stream is coming from,...AJ's Garage.

THREE
The Akhsharumova Region hosts the sandboxes, Builder's Lot. It's current size of 20,480 square meters allows for
large display and holovendor set ups. There are eight or so sandbox platforms setup for general use. If one is being
used for a period of time or so, there may be a security orb, rental meter or both on it. Some general rules for the
sandboxes are posted at the landing.
1. Create freely. There are no return times, but that doesn't mean you can leave a mess.
2. Inform the Owner if you need more than a day to work on items.
3. Parcel Content is Moderate.
4. Limit your selection distance to match your sandbox size.
5. Thanks and have fun!

•

If the earth had actually been flat, all the cats would have pushed everything off by now!

•

We are looking to accommodate more creative people, artists or new residents. Check out the covenant for
specifics on the goals and mission statements for the site.

Grab a teleport HUD available at the landing and Info Hub sites.

People & businesses on site
•

The administrator is Thunderchild Allen aka AJ Leibengeist (Artist in RL & SL). AJ is the majority
contributor to the Group's land holdings (¾ region).

•

The Superintendent is bearofboogie (RL housemate, so he can communicate anything to me prettty quickly).
Bear is the second contributor of land (¼ region).

•

Ricky Harford is the owner of “Ricky H. Designs” (In addition to her own line of products on site and at her
own stores, she is doing and helping with clothing products with textures designs by AJ Leibengeist. A lot of
the same textures and clothing options are available in Real Life at on-line on-demand product stores. Please
refer to the “Worldly Vending Sites” signs for more information).

•

mai Dalglish is the owner of “The Treasure Chest of Mai's Designs.”

